
 

 

PRICELIST 2018.  
 

 
Supplements: 
 
I. Supplement for extra bed is 26 euros per day, bed and breakfast rate, regardless of whether it is used by a child or adult in 

situations 2 + 1, 
II. Stay for children up to 6,99 years is without charge, 
III. Supplement for children from 7 to 11,99 years is 21euros per day, bed and breakfast rate, if the child is not sleeping on an extra 

bed, 
IV. Price for dinner is 5 euros per adult person, 
V. Price for dinner is 2.50 euros for children from 7 to 11,99 years 
 
 
Other conditions:  
 
I.  If the accommodation unit is used by one adult and one child up to 6.99 years who is not paying the the stay  it applies prices of 

1/1 rooms / suites, 
II.  A-la-carte lunch is served in the hotel restaurant "Palisad", 
III.  For each group  prices are contracted separately , 
IV.  We reserve the right to change the published prices and other conditions of sale, 
V.  Prices are  for information purposes only. Hotel Palisad conducts all payment in dinars. 
 
 
Terms of payment: 
 
I We approve payment in 6 monthly installments by check for a minimum stay of 5 days without discount (valid for individual 

guests) 
II  Tourist tax is 1 eur-o, insurance 0,05 eur-a and registration 0,05 eur-a per person, 
III Children under 7 years of age are exempt of paying residence tax and registration, and the residence tax is reduced by 50%, 

insurance  0,05 euroand registration is0,05 euro per person for children from 7 to 15 years of age 
 
            
 
 

 

General  Manager 
Vojislav Janić 

Hotel Palisad 
    

Prices are based on from 02.01.2018. 

until 18.02.2018. 

from 19.02.2018. from 08.07.2018. from 21.08.2018. 

bed and breakfast 
rate  per person 

until 08.07.2018. until 20.08.2018. until 25.12.2018. 

     

         
 Double room Single  room Double room Single  room Double room Single  room Double room Single  room 

         

Double Lux         

room 66 euros 101 euros 60 euros 72 euros 66 euros 101 euros 60 euros 72 euros 
         

Double         

Superior room 58 euros 88 euros 54 euros 65 euros 58 euros 88 euros 54 euros 65 euros 
         

Double         

standard room 46 euros 76 euros 42 euros 59 euros 46 euros 76 euros 42 euros 59 euros 
         

Classic apartment          

 48 euros 111 euros 45 euros 83 euros 48 euros 111 euros 45 euros 83 euros 
         

Lux apartment         

 60 euros 138 euros 55 euros 101 euros 60 euros 138 euros 55 euros 101 euros 
         


